FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

[Name of Organization] is pleased to announce NTI-Traveling Exhibition: *Home Means Nevada*

Exhibition Run: [Dates of Exhibition]
[Gallery Name]
[Physical Address of Gallery]
[Gallery Hours of Operation]

Exhibit Reception: [Date of Reception **if applicable**]
[Time of Reception], [Location of Reception]

[City], [State], [Date] – The [Name of Organization] presents the NTI-Traveling Exhibition, *Home Means Nevada*, themed around Nevada’s state song of the same title, is a photography exhibit that echoes famous photographs and artwork from the late 1800s and early 1900s that helped spur protections for places like Yellowstone, Yosemite and the Grand Canyon. Nevada is a place of inspiration for the photographers who find beauty in her rugged geology and starry skies. This show features 15 photographers and highlights some of the unique treasures found on federally managed lands across the state, from bighorns to Burning Man, to the ancient rock art and petroglyphs in the Gold Butte area.

The exhibit artists include: Sam Davis, Cedar City UT; Olin Feuerbacher, Pahrump NV; Peter Goin, Reno NV; Kelly Carroll, Hagatna, GU; Mike Hill, Las Vegas NV; Julian Kilker, Las Vegas NV; Kurt Kuznicki, Reno NV; Bruce Loeffler, Las Vegas NV; Alan O’Neill, Henderson NV; Robert Park, Las Vegas NV; Will Roger Petersen, Gerlach NV; Kimberly Reinhart, Henderson NV; Deon Reynolds, Eureka NV; Sharon K. Schaefer, Henderson NV; and Cristian Torres, Las Vegas NV.

This exhibit is part of the Nevada Arts Council’s Nevada Touring Initiative-Traveling Exhibition Program, funded by the National Endowment for the Arts and the State of Nevada. The Nevada Arts Council is a division of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

###

For more information, please contact:

- Stephen Reid, Nevada Arts Council, sreid@nevadaculture.org or 775.687.7108